Sand effect decorative system

System

DESERT ROSE
Texture decorative system with sandblast effect.
DESERT ROSE is acrylic refinishing for interior decoration with satin sandblast effect.
Its irregular texture creates designs similar to the signs the wind makes on the sand
dunes. It is indicated for both, modern and classical environments.
DESERT ROSE is perfect for protection and decoration of internal walls of modern
and antique prestigious buildings as villas, hotels, banks and offices.

Step

Name

Coats

Yields

Color code

Tools

1

Primer Normal

1

1lt/10 m2

x

Roller

2

Primer Liscio

1-2

1lt/8-10 m2

P/T
non-colored

Roller

3

Desert Rose

1-2

1lt/6-7 m2

Color chart

Brush
or
Spalter

Application
Spalter 1x10cm or Brush 3x10cm: Product diluted at 5-10% with water.
6-8 hours after PRIMER LISCIO application, proceed with application of
DESERT ROSE with cross brush movements. To obtain a surface with more sand and
shades it is possible to apply second coat of DESERT ROSE trying to fill the empty
spaces. It is possible to have various effects of DESERT ROSE as oblique or simply
vertical applying the product in one direction only.
Temperature of application: +5 ÷ +35 °C
Relative humidity of application: < 85 %
Touch dry: 1 ÷ 2 hours
Recoatable after: 6 ÷ 8 hours
Completely Cured: 48 hours
Cleaning tools: by water
Density: 1,45÷1,55 Kg/L
pH: 6-7
Weight Solids: 60%
Coverage: 6 – 7 m2/L
Colour: Color chart
Aspect: Sandblust Gold – Silver - Glitter
Pack Size: 0,75 - 4L

Types
Desert Rose cool base — for creating cold colors
Desert Rose warm base — for creating warm colors
Desert Rose gold base — pure gold colorable other shades

Desert Rose exists in DIAMOND edition — is a basic sandblust finish with metallic nuances of gold and silver glitters. This effect reached by special additives— GLITTERS, which presented in
different colors and shades. For creating DESERT ROSE DIAMOND edition you need 180 gm of glitters per 4 lt of DESERT ROSE BASE. If need covering from color chart, then before putting
glitters you need to color DESERT ROSE BASE. Before application mix carefule created mixture.

